
Errors and usability of natural language in a multimodal systemJ. Gregory Trafton and Kenneth Wauchope and Janet StroupNavy Center for Applied Research in Arti�cial IntelligenceNaval Research LaboratoryWashington, DC 20375-5337ftrafton,wauchope,stroupg@aic.nrl.navy.milAbstractA pilot experiment was run that used directmanipulation, (typed) natural language, and acombination of direct manipulationand naturallanguage as input modalities. Approximately10% of the natural language utterances thatusers issued were not understood or could notbe processed by the system. These utteranceswere categorized into \user errors" and \sys-tem errors," and then further analyzed and de-scribed. Also, general usability of the systemwas evaluated by an exit questionnaire. Finally,suggestions for future systems were discussed.IntroductionMultimodal systems are very di�cult and expensive tobuild and have many potential problems: How good doesthe graphics or natural language or sound system haveto be? How should the multiple systems interact? Whatkind of errors do users make using each kind of system?What kind of errors does the system make? Do usershave a preferred method of interaction?One of the problems with current multimodal systemsis that designers rarely look at the number or type oferrors that users make while interacting with the sys-tem. In theory, it is usually possible to determine whatkinds of utterances or interactions a system can not dealwith, but users rarely make some kinds of errors and of-ten make other types of errors. By examining the typesof errors that people make when interacting with thesystem, it should be possible to reduce those types oferrors, and create better, more user-friendly multimodalsystems. If error types can be generated that are generalenough to be consistent across di�erent systems, design-ers can build systems that take these errors into account,and the resulting systems should be signi�cantly better.Unfortunately, there have been very few empiricalstudies that investigate these issues. The few studiesthat have been done typically use \wizard of Oz" strate-gies for the more di�cult aspects of the interface (i.e.,

an experimenter responds for the parts of the systemthat are not yet implemented). In this study, partici-pants were asked to perform a variety of tasks using anatural language system. This paper describes the er-rors that users made while interacting with the systemas well as possible ways to prevent these types of errorsfrom occurring in the future.MethodWe manipulated whether subjects could use (typed in)natural language, direct manipulation, or a combinationof natural language and direct manipulation for systeminput to a cartographic system called InterLACE.Participants were 24 volunteers from NRL. 9 partic-ipants were in the natural language (NL) condition, 8participants were in the Graphical User Interface (GUI)condition, and 7 participants were in the combined (com-bined) condition.InterLACE is a fully pannable, zoomable, mouse-sensitive graphical map display of southern Germanywhich has been interfaced to our natural language pro-cessor NAUTILUS to provide natural language capabil-ity. Figure 1 shows a screen snapshot of InterLACE inthe combined condition. NAUTILUS (Wauchope, 1994,1996) is a modular natural language processing systemconsisting of the PROTEUS syntactic analyzer fromNew York University (Grishman, 1986), the TINSELsemantic interpreter (Wauchope, 1990), FOCAL refer-ence resolution component, and FUNTRAN quanti�ed-expression builder. TINSEL, FOCAL, and FUNTRANwere developed in-house at NCARAI. NAUTILUS hasbeen used as the natural language processor in severaldi�erent applications prior to InterLACE, including Eu-calyptus (an interface to a simulated air combat C2 sta-tion) (Wauchope, 1994), and InterVR (a speech con-troller for a 3D immersive battle simulation playbacksystem) (Everett, Wauchope, & P�erez-Qui~nones, 1994).The PROTEUS language model contains 384 words,many of which are unused morphological variants auto-matically generated by the PROTEUS lexical macros.



Figure 1: A screen snapshot of InterLACE in the combined condition. The main window is the \work area;" thesmall window in the upper left shows the complete InterLACE \world;" the \Query Controls" are used with themouse to get information and distance from objects on the map; the \NAUTILUS Interface" window is used to typearbitrary commands and queries; the \Instructions" window presents various tasks to the user.



The speech recognition model, by comparison, contains160 words.A simulated tank unit (positioned in Torgau in Fig-ure 1) responds to typed in route instructions and mousedrags. In this experiment, subjects who used naturallanguage to issue commands and queries typed sentencesor parts of sentences into an input window (the \NAU-TILUS Interface" window in Figure 1). Everything thatcould be done in one input-modality (i.e., natural lan-guage) could also be done in the other (i.e., direct manip-ulation). A more detailed description of InterLACE canbe found in Wauchope (1996) and Trafton, Wauchope,Raymond, Deubner, Stroup, and Marsh (submitted).Participants were presented with instructions like \Goto the intersection nearest town Fulda" or \Name thetwo roads that cross intersection 322." Users had tomake the tank go to the location or query the systemand enter the answer for all questions (see Figure 1 for a\query" instruction). There were 32 total instructions.All keystrokes and mouse-clicks were recorded and time-stamped. After the participants �nished the task, anexit questionnaire was �lled out to assess general moti-vation, impressions of the system, and how di�cult itwas to use the system. The exit questionnaire presentedquestions both open ended and in a lickert-scale (1|7range) format.Results and DiscussionOf the three conditions, only two (NL, combined) usednatural language. Since this paper is concerned withthe errors that were made by participants who used thenatural language system, the GUI condition will not bediscussed further (it should be noted that no \errors"were made by participants in the GUI condition).Subjects in the NL and combined condition typedin an average of 50 sentences, and made an averageof 4.8 \errors." An error in this experiment was de-�ned as any sentence that NAUTILUS could not under-stand, parse, or execute. As Table 1 shows, the sub-jects in the combined condition used the natural lan-guage system less than subjects in the NL condition(because they also had access to the graphical system),F (1; 14) = 26:6; MSe = 88:3016; p < :0001. There wereno apparent qualitative di�erences between the types orproportion of errors that the two conditions made, so allfuture analyses will combine the two conditions.Condition NL steps NL errorsNL 60.4 6.2Combined 36 3Table 1: Average number of natural language steps anderrors made by the NL and combined conditions

In this experiment, almost 10% of the time, partici-pants typed in something that InterLACE did not un-derstand, could not parse, or could not execute. Whatwere these errors? Were participants able to recover fromthem? Did they cause users to dislike the system? Weexamined these issues by categorizing the errors thatparticipants made into \user errors" (errors that werecaused by the user), \system errors" (de�cits in cover-age), and \miscellaneous errors" (described below).User errors consisted of spelling or typo errors, un-grammatical errors, and telegraphic errors. System er-rors consisted of utterances that could have been un-derstood and processed, but the participant used unex-pected vocabulary and/or syntax. Miscellaneous errorsincluded utterances that InterLACE could have under-stood, but were disabled for this particular experiment,and errors that were not procedurally de�ned in this sys-tem (i.e., attempting to go to an airstrip without a roadleading to that airstrip). Table 2 shows the proportionof errors in each category.Spelling / TyposSince subjects had to type in their sentences, it is notsurprising that some subjects made spelling errors or ty-pos. Examples of incorrect sentences were:g0 to gersfeld (notice the number zero)go to the clostest intersection to airstripillesheimFixing this type of error is a simple procedure (e.g.,putting misspelled words in the lexicon), though it isvery time consuming. It is possible to put very com-mon misspellings in the lexicon (e.g., \artic") but thatwould never be able to deal with arbitrary typos like g0and clostest, which need an interactive spell checker orsomething similar.InterLACE also has the ability to accept verbal (spo-ken) input. If users spoke their commands, there wouldbe no spelling errors, though there would perhaps be ver-bal speaker recognition problems (e.g., Damper &Wood,1995). A future study has been planned to evaluate thisissue.UngrammaticalSometimes subjects issued utterances that were notgrammatical, usually leaving out words. Examples ofungrammatical sentences were:go to fulda no intersection 321go gersfeldFor some of these types of errors, error correctionmight be possible (like inferring the deleted prepositionin go gersfeld) but not others. For example, only bylooking at the user's subsequent inputs and the goal shewas attempting to accomplish was it possible to deter-mine that no intersection 321 meant \without goingthrough intersection 321."



Error Type Error Category PercentageSpelling/typos 22%User Errors Ungramatical 9%Telegraphic 30%System Errors Outside present coverage 27%Misc. Errors Compound sentences 3%Not procedurally de�ned 9%Table 2: The proportion of errors in di�erent categories.TelegraphicOne of the most interesting errors that users made wasto speak \telegraphically," leaving out the determinerthe. We suspect that users speak this way to Inter-LACE because they think that InterLACE \wants" tobe spoken to in this manner (Don, Brennan, Laurel, &Shneiderman, 1992; Brennan & Ohaeri, 1994). Exam-ples of incorrect sentences were:go to town nearest to intersection 381what is nearest townFixing this type of error is easy to do, though it doesbring up issues of how \natural" the language is orshould be. There are multiple examples of well de�nedtelegraphic sublanguages (e.g., Fitzpatrick, Bachenko, &Hindle, 1986) that do determiner deletion in a uniform(and thus linguistically motivated) manner.Compound sentencesSince the experiment was concerned with giving all con-ditions \equivalent" commands and abilities, compoundsentences were disabled because a simple way of makingthis type of command available to the GUI condition wasnot available. InterLACE can process these sentences,but they were disabled for this particular experiment.Examples include:go east to road e70 and go to intersection 373go to e4 and take it to kasselClearly, this is not a true \error" though the systemagged it as such to the participants.Not procedurally de�nedSome aspects of the map were there for informationalpurposes and could not be traveled to. For example,airports and heliports were on the map, but the usercould not actually take the tank to those places. Forexample:go to airstrip Illesheimgo to road e4 via road e70Errors of this type are rather di�cult to �x, since it isnot immediately obvious how to reinforce the fact thatthe tank can only travel on roads (which participantswere told during the system demo).

Outside present coverageThese were the only true system \errors." Subjectssometimes used syntax or vocabulary that were not inthe lexicon of InterLACE. For example,go nw (system understands northwest, not \nw.")where is the nearest medium sized townprogress to bad-neustadt (system does not under-stand \progress").Correcting this type of error can be simple (i.e., mak-ing \nw" a synonym for \northwest" by adding it tothe lexicon) or complex (i.e., changing the grammar andsemantic interpreter for \medium sized town"| the sys-tem currently understands \medium town").Exit QuestionnaireThe exit questionnaire asked a number of questions con-cerning usability and ability to solve problems. Themost relevant question for this paper was \As comparedto other computer applications you are familiar with,how hard did you �nd it to interact with this appli-cation?" There were no signi�cant di�erences betweenconditions on this question, F (2; 21) = 0:53; MSe = 3:4;n:s:, though the means were very high: On a scale of 1(di�cult to interact with) to 7 (easy to interact with),means were 5.3, 4.9, and 5.9 for the NL, GUI, and Com-bined conditions, respectively.DiscussionOverall, approximately 10% of the utterances that usersmade were not understood by the system. Of those, only2.6% of the participants' utterances were actual \sys-tem" errors, or errors that were outside NAUTILUS'spresent coverage. The most common type of error madeby users was speaking telegraphically, which is relativelyeasy to �x. Allowing users to speak instead of type,allowing users to speak telegraphically, and modifyingthe lexicon to allow common ungrammatical utteranceswould reduce over 50% of the errors identi�ed in thisstudy.Did the number or type of errors that users expe-rienced make the system less usable than a GUI sys-tem? Apparently not, as shown by the exit question-naire. Users rated the natural language system very
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